
Dancing	Out	the	Dark	–	Transcript	(Days	1	&	2)	
Jess	Pardoe	

Day	1	–	Master	Interview	&	Workout	
001	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.11	Practice,	slate	1	take	1	
0.19	Okay,	so	what’s	your	name?	
0.21	Kay	Browning.	
0.23	And,	where	do	you	come	from?	
0.25	I	was	born	in	Tiverton,	live	in	Devon	but	been	around,	lived	in	all	sorts	of	different	
places	but	I	always	end	up	coming	back	to	Tiverton,	it’s	a	hometown,	so.	
0.35	Okay,	and	do	you	sort	of	have	any	sort	of	interests,	in	your	own	spare	time?	
0.40	Ur,	yes	I	do,	all	kinds	of	creative	arts.	Writing,	choreography,	photography,	video	
shoots.	
0.48	And	do	you	do	that	in	Tiverton?	
0.50	Yes,	I	do.	
0.51	And,	do	you	do	it	with	anybody	else?	
0.53	Yes,	I	do.	I	find	resources	though	according	to	other	people	who	also	wanna	achieve	
the	same	way	that	I	do	so	I	can	source	these	things	without	having	to	contact	big	industries	
and	spend	lots	of	money.	
1.06	And,	who	do	you	live	here	with?	
1.08	In	this	house,	I	live	with	my	mum.	
1.11	And,	do	you	have	any	brothers	or	sisters?	
1.13	Yes	I	do,	I	have	four	brothers	and	one	sister.	
1.16	And	do	they	live	in	Tiverton?	
1.18	Yes.	
1.20	Do	you	see	them	often?	
1.21	Not	particularly.	
	
002	(track	1)	
	
Crackly	wire	–	nothing	recorded	
	
002	(track	2)		
	
Wild	track	
	
003	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.05	Interview	slate	2	take	1	
	
0.12	Okay	so	what	are	your	earliest	memories?		
0.17	My	earliest	memories	are…	I	think	I’d	have	been	roughly	about	five	years	old.	It	was	
shoveling	mud	with	my	dad	in	the	garden,	the	flowerbed	at	the	bottom	of	the	garden	I	
remember	he	was	urm	it	was	summer	so	he	didn’t	have	his	shirt	on	or	anything	and	me	
being	only	five	at	that	point,	sort	of	took	my	shirt	off	as	well	and	started	using	a	small	
shovel,	shoveling	with	him.	Just	fully	got	onto	form,	that	was	one	of	my	earliest	memories.	



0.40	Ur	another	early	memory,	a	little	bit,	a	lot	different	from	that	one	was	going	over	to	
the	local	park	and	getting	punched	in	the	nose	by	somebody	a	lot	older	and	a	lot	bigger	as	
well	and	I	remember	going	home	really	upset	that	day	about	that.	That’s	two	of	my	earliest	
memories.		
0.56	So,	it	sounds	like	one	was	particularly	positive,	and	one	was	particularly	negative.	Urm,	
do	you,	how	does	it	make	you	feel	when	you	think	back…	is	it	something	you	think	back	to	a	
lot?	Or…	
1.16	It’s	something	that-	it	depends	on	the	timing,	sort	of	before	you	go	through	hormone	
treatment	you	don’t	really	address	these	things	as	much,	well	I	didn’t	personally	address	
these	things	as	much	as	I	see	a	lot	of	people	do.	But	throughout	hormone	treatment,	yeah,	
a	lot	of	subconscious	thoughts	and	memories	from	childhood	have	divulged	and	I’ve	reacted	
to	them.	
1.32	Do	you	deal	with	the	negative	memories	of	your	childhood	a	lot	better	now?	
1.41	Urm-	
1.41	Or	is	it	something	that’s	still	quite	troubling	for	you?	
1.44	As	I	said	it	depends	on	the	timing,	like,	again,	before	hormone	treatment	--------	but	it	
was	getting	to	me	and	affecting	my	behavior	on	a	subconscious	level	during	hormone	
treatment	it	like	surfaces	but	whether	it’s	a,	whether	I	cope	with	it	or	not	I	always	try	to	
regenerate	those	negative	experiences	into	positive	experiences.	
2.01	And,	thinking	back	to	your	childhood	as	a	whole,	did	you	enjoy	it?	
2.09	Fairly	ying	yang,	it	depends	how	you	look	at	it,	it’s	all	about	perception,	it	depends	
what	I	focus	on	and	what	I	don’t	focus	on.	
2.17	Urm,	what	were	your	particular	interests	as	a	child,	hobbies,	things	like	that?	
2.23	Urm	as	a	child	I	loved	a	fair	bit	of	writing	and	dancing	at	home,	like	on	my	own,	
recreationally	and	stuff	like	that.	Watching	a	lot	of	movies,	a	lot	of	movies,	a	lot	of	media,	
music,	films.	Everything	like	that.	
2.39	Any	films	in	particular?	
2.40	Plenty	of	particularly	but	they	sort	of	changed	throughout	the	course	of	my	life	
depending	on	where	I	was	at	the	time.	When	I	was	younger	my	psychological	anatomy	was	
different,	I	would	relate	to	more	Disney	films.	
2.48	Films	like	Hercules,	Tarzan,	stuff	like	that.	But	then	as	I	got	older	I	started	to	relate	to	
more	contemporary	stuff	of	the	time	like	Eight	Mile,	Get	Rich	or	Die	Tryin’,	stuff	like	that.	
Sort	of	whatever,	in	a	way,	whatever	the	media	fed	me	at	certain	times.	But	I	took	what	I	
wanted	from	the	media	and,	whereas,	didn’t	really	address,	everything	didn’t	address	with	
me,	I	didn’t	become	a	product	of	the	media,	I	took	what	I	wanted	from	it.	
3.13	Urm,	those	films	that	you	just	mentioned,	is	there	any	link	between	them	that	is	
obvious	to	you	as	to	why	they	appeal	to	you?	
3.23	Yeah,	I	think	in	regard	to	Tarzan	and	Hercules	it’s	the	concept	of	feeling	like	you’re	
somebody	else.	
3.30	Or	feeling	like	you’re	not	in	the	right	place	or	born	in	the	right	sort	of	body	like	
obviously	Tarzan	was	a	man	but	he	was	bred	amongst	apes.	And	that’s	a	really,	something	I	
actually	relate	to	on	a	deeper	level	even	though	obviously	I	haven’t	been	bred	around	apes,	
it	kind	of	really	feels	like	that.	
3.45	It	felt	like	that	growing	up	sometimes	and	obviously	it’s	the	same	with	Hercules,	he	had	
a	really	strong	sense	that	he	was	more	than	what	he	was	brought	up	to	be.	And	he	had	to	
pursue	that	independently	and	overcome	great	odds,	and	become	a	hero	that’s	saving	
himself,	everyone	around	him	and	the	person	he	loves,	and	I	really	relate	to	that	as	well.	



4.02	But	with	Eight	Mile	and	Get	Rich	or	Die	Tryin’	that	was	sort	of	like	as	you	get	older	your	
emotions	develop	differently	and	you	obviously	react	to	negative	things	differently.	So	I	
could	relate	to	feeling,	feeling	the	aggression	and	the	motivation	and	as	well	the	life	stories	
behind	those	artists	particularly.	Although	not	identical,	still	quite	similar	scenarios	in	the	
way	that	Eminem	portraits	his	journey	in	Eight	Mile	on	a	personal	level	but	reinvented	
through	the	art	of	film.	
4.31	I	can	relate	to	his	personal	life	and	the	film,	perfectly.	So	it’s	the	same	sort	of	dream,	
chasing	that	dream,	wanting	to	blow	up,	wanting	to	get	bigger,	and	improve	your	
surroundings	and	change	things	for	other	people	as	well,	inspire.		
4.44	So,	bare	in	mind	what	you	just	mentioned,	there’s	an	obvious	theme	of	sort	of	how	to	
prove	yourself,	I	guess.	Was	there	a	point,	that,	rings	true	recently	or	in	the	past	where	you	
ever	felt	that	you	have	to	prove	yourself?	
5.04	Yeah,	loads	of	times.	I	think	I’ve	proved	myself	to	myself	and	other	people	relentlessly	
throughout	the	course	of	my	development.	Even	from	the	age	of	five	right	up	until	now	I’m	
endlessly	proving	myself.		
5.15	People	often	deny	the	will	and	desire	to	prove	themselves	------	‘I’ve	got	nothing	to	
prove’	which	is	generally	y’know,	everybody	should	feel	that	way	in	it’s	right	but	I	think	
deep	down	we	all	have…	issues…	and,	with	ourselves,	and	issues	with	the	people	around	us	
that	do	lead	us	to	whether	we	are	willingly	doing	it,	consciously	or	not,	to	prove	ourselves,	
yeah.	
5.34	And	I	think	I’ve	done	just	that,	and	I	think	I	do	that	relentlessly	every	single	day	of	my	
life.	
5.39	Does	the	level	of	approval	from	external	sources,	does	it,	does	it	really	matter	to	you?	
5.49	For	me-	
5.49	Or	are	you	confident	within	your-	
5.51	I’m	confident	within	myself.	In	regards	to	surroundings	with	me	it’s	not	so	much	a	need	
for	approval,	it’s	a	need	for	people	to	see	me	as	who	I	actually	am,	as	in,	I	decide	who	I	am.	I	
decide	what	I	say	means,	not	other	people.	Whereas	other	people	like	to	misconstrue	
according	to	their	own	insecurities	and	perceptions.	That’s	my	only	gripe	with	sort	of	
representations	and	proving	myself	to	people.	
6.12	Good.	Urm,	so	go	back	to	when	you	were	younger,	again,	were	there	any	particular	
games	that	you	played	with	your	siblings	or	your	mum	or	your	dad	that	were	particularly-	
that	you’ve	got	particularly	fond	memories	of?	
6.28	I	can-	I	can	remember	when	I	was	quite	little,	it’s	not	so	much	a	game	but	I	used	to	go	
up	to	the	tip	with	my	dad,	my	dad	was	really	big	on	sort	of	taking	broken	things	and	fixing	
them	and	stuff	like	that.	So	we	used	to	go	to	the	tip	and	like,	raid	around	for	stuff	that	we	
could	like	make	a	whole	new	model	out	of	bits	of	computer	and	stuff	like	that,	so	we	used	
to	go	to	the	tip	together	quite	a	lot	to	rummage	around	in	obviously	the	tools,	handling	the	
tools	under	the	cars	and	stuff,	and	like	I	said,	shoveling	in	the	garden	before.		
6.55	Urm,	I	did	used	to	play	a	game,	one	game	with	my	brother	which	was,	it’s	quite	funny,	
we	used	to	get	these	hooks	and	we	used	to	go	next	door	to	the	washing,	what’s	it,	it’s	a	
launderette,	and	then	we	used	to	put	the	hooks	out	the	back	and	hook	up	old	radiators	and	
broken	parts	from	the	launderette	saying	we	were	hookers.	At	the	time	we	didn’t	know	
what	we	meant-	we	just	knew	it	was	funny	at	that	age	sort	of	saying	that	sort	of	thing.	
Really	entertaining,	we	had	such	a	laugh	doing	that.	



7.21	And	I	mean	in	school	I	did	try	to	play	kiss	chase	once	or	twice	but	obviously	got	really	
brutalised	for	that,	having	no	concept	of	the	fact	I	was	not	supposed	to	be	chasing	after	
women.		
7.30	You,	from	the	questions	you’ve	answered	about	your	childhood	you	seem	to	talk	quite	
fondly	about	relationships	with	the	male	gender	in	your	family,	so	you’ve	already-	you	seem	
to	talk	quite	fondly	about	your	dad,	from	almost	like	a	nostalgia	point	of	view…		
7.50	Is	there	anything	more	in	that,	is	that	just	circumstance,	like,	is	there	some	sort	of-	
7.55	I	like	to	recall	as	much	positive	things	as	I	possibly	can,	dwelling	on	the	negative	things	
that	may	have	happened	to	you	as	a	transgender	person	are	your	perceptions	of	the	things	
that	happen	to	you	as	a	transgender	person	growing	up	dwelling	on	those	and	holding	onto	
those…	It’s	really	bad	for	you	and	it’s	bad	for	the	people	around	you	because	it’s	clearly	a	
matter	of	miscommunication.	Given	that	it’s	been	a	very	taboo	topic	for	so	long,	and	it’s	
only	just	divulging	within	society	and	within	the	media,	so,	it’s	better,	it’s	better	to	sort	of	
just	leave	that	stuff.	You	can	iron	those	things	out	in	your	own	way,	in	your	own	sort	of	time	
but	it’s	not	something	you	wanna	harbor	on	a	day	to	day	basis.	I	try	and	focus	on	as	much	
positivity	as	humanly	possible.	
8.28	And	the	reason	that	I	speak	so	much	of	males	at	that	point	in	my	life,	as	I’ve	said,	up	to	
five	we’re	talking	here,	at	five	years	old	my	little	sister,	Kelly	Jade,	was	born	and	everything	
changed.		
8.39	Everything	changed…?	
8.40	Absolutely	everything	changed.		
8.42	Can	you	elaborate	on	that?		
8.45	Aside	from	having	those	positive	and	nostalgic	memories	with	the	male	members	of	
my	family,	obviously,	I	felt	segregated	because	deep	down	I	knew	that	I	was	supposed	to	be	
conforming	to	some	sort	of	social	feminine	norm	that	I	wasn’t	able	to	apply	myself	to.		
8.57	But	at	the	same	time,	I	was	at	times	shunned	and	treated	differently	by	other	males.	
But	when	my	little	sister	was	born	I	sort	of	felt	a	huge	sense	of	self	when	she	was	born.	It’s	
almost	like,	to	me,	she’s	the	other	half	of	me.	She	is	my	female	counterpart,	when	I	look	at	
Kelly	I	see	what	would	have	been	if	I	hadn’t	have	been	transgender.	And	as	well,	because	
she	was	younger	than	me,	because	she	was	kind	of	my	‘person’	to	invent,	if	you	will,	at	the	
time	of	when	she	was	born,	I	was	like	I’m	gonna	create	this	person,	or	make	this	person	be	
as	much	like	me	with	my	mindset	and	my	heartset	as	humanly	possible.	
9.30	So	loneliness	just	was	gone.	Just	the	loneliness	was	gone	and	I	had	something	to	take	
care	of	other	than	myself.	I	learnt	about	priority	when	my	little	sister	was	born.	
9.39	So,	you’ve	got	a	sense	of,	that,	the	typical	elder	sibling,	protective-	and	does	that	carry	
on,	today?	
9.50	My	protective	instincts	over	my	little	sister	are	very	excessive	because	although	as	I	
said	I	speak	about	my	childhood	quite	nostalgically	without	focusing	on	the	negative	things,	
and	the	negative	things	were	very	extreme.	
10.01	I	suffered	a	lot	of	verbal,	physical,	and	emotional	abuse.	And	when	my	little	sister	was	
born	I	swore	blind	I	was	gonna	protect	her	from	all	that	sort	of	stuff.	And	as	I’ve	grown	up	
and	suffered	more	of	it	I’ve	also	feared	for	her	wellbeing	and	her	place	in	this	social	climate	
as	well.	Which	has	made	me	more	and	more	instinctively	protective	towards	her.	
	
004	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
Crackles	on	track	1	



	
0.30	Mark	it	
0.34	Okay	so	you	just	mentioned	two	things,	urm,	on	one	hand	you	felt	really	protective	over	
your	little	sister,	which	is	one	thing,	but	you	also	said,	not	that	you	can’t	be	both,	but	you	
also	said	that	you	felt	like	you,	like	she	was	some	sort	of	project	and	you	wanted	to	dress	her	
up	and-	I	mean	they	both,	they	strike	me	as	two	contrasting	things…	
1.06	Yeah	a	bit	of	a	contradiction,	is	urm,	there’s	a	hybrid	of	emotion	and	psychoanatomy	
going	on	there.	What	it	is,	is	when	I	say	about	my	sister	kind	of	being	like	a	project	to	me,	
what	it	was	was	that	in	my	mindset	I	was	adamant	she	was	not	gonna	become	a	product	of	
the	environment	that	we	were	around.	And	that	has	been,	that’s	been	my	sort	of	ambition	
with	her,	from	growing	up,	so	I’ve	always,	I’ve	exposed	her	to	things	like	the	insight	of	
books,	again	the	films,	Disney,	creative	arts,	I	taught	her	to	dance,	like,	contemporary	dance	
and	stuff	like	that.	
1.36	I	wanted	her	to	express	herself	and	have	stuff	to	give	to	the	world	in	the	same	way	I	
do.	That	was	in	the	way	to	me	that	she	became	sort	of	like	a	project	in	the	way	that	she,	her	
femininity	and	her	dress	and	all	that	sort	of	stuff	she	completely	excelled	at	that	on	her	
own.	She	was	always	very,	like	me,	she	was	quite	unique	as	well	and	quite,	she	was	good	at	
sort	of	keeping	her	own	counts	and	stuff	so	she’s	developed	her	own	sense	of	self.	
Everything	you	see	as	her	is	completely	and	utterly	her,	but	I’ve	just	encouraged	her	to	
flourish,	psychologically	and	emotionally	to	the	best	of	my	ability.	
2.08	That’s	interesting	but	I	guess	what	I’m	getting	at	is,	on	the	one	hand	you’ve	got	a,	what	
strikes	me	as	a	predominantly	older	brother	type	requirement	to	look	after	and	protect.	Not	
that-	obviously,	older	sisters	are	like	that	as	well.	So	you’ve	got	that	but	you’ve	also	got	this,	
what	I	would	say,	strikes	me	as	a	predominantly	female	action	of	wanting	to	dress	up	and	---
-	project,	so	at	the	time,	although	I	appreciate	it’s	a	long	time	ago,	did	you	feel	that	inner	
conflict	or	did	it	just	seem	completely	natural	to	you	to,	to	do	both?	
2.45	No,	since	birth,	I’ve	had	a	strong	sense	of	being	quite	gender	neutral	and	I	can	conform	
according	to	my	circumstances	and	other	peoples’	needs.	So,	I	mean	as	said,	it’s	like	being	a	
hybrid,	like	an	all	purpose	human.	I	wanted	to	be	a	hero	so	that	it	what	I	became,	like	an	all	
purpose	human.	When	it	came	in	the	instance	of	say	her	feeling	scared	and	frightened	and	
wanting	to	be	safe	and	protected	I	would	be	able	to	do	the	whole	like	really	brotherly	
protective	role,	but	when	it	came	to	sort	of	feminine	issues	sort	of	like	your	pre-menstrual	
cycle	and	all	that	sort	of	stuff	comes	in	that’s	when	I	could	just	sort	of	be	like	woah	we’ve	
got	this,	like	there	were	no	boundaries	with	like-		
3.24	With	brothers	and	sisters	there	comes	boundaries	due	to	gender	norms,	me	and	Kelly	
never	had	those	boundaries	and	that’s,	I	mean	definitely	become	apparent	throughout	
hormone	treatment	as	well.	Because	one	of	her	issues	has	been	her	disappointment	in	the	
fact	that	I’ve	been	so	centered	on	my	gender,	that	I’ve	been	so	centered	on	my	gender	
orientation	and	that	I’ve	become	so	much	more	male	whereas	before	I	was	just	Kay.	
3.44	Completely	gender	neutral	person,	y’know,	it’s	like	that-	it	just	chops	and	changes	
depending	on	what	sort	of	format	we’re	in	and	what	circumstances	we’re	under.	
3.52	So	Kelby,	has	pretty	much	known	you,	or	fondly	remembers	you	as	completely	at	one	
with	yourself,	as	neutrality?	
4.01	She	would	have	me	down	as	a	gender	neutral	sibling.	She	said,	and	I	quote,	and	I	think,	
this	was	around	about	2012,	“I	haven’t	got	a	perfect	brother,	I	haven’t	got	a	perfect	sister,	
but	I	do	have	a	perfect	sibling.”	
	



005	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.03	Slate	3	take	1	
0.28	So,	is	there	a	particular	moment	where	you	can	pinpoint	some	sort	of	realization	about	
being	“transgender”	(<-	Kay	speaks	at	same	time)	“or	different”	
0.44	Urm	my	transgender	identity	came	really	as	more	of	an	evolution	but	when	I	first	
started	to	really	notice,	well,	I	always	knew	I	was	different	and	was	comfortable	with	it.	It	
became	an	issue	when	I	went	into	the	social	spectrum,	in	school,	like,	school	and	places	like	
that.	
0.59	People	made	it	very	apparent	to	me	that	I	was	different.	They	were	almost	angry	that	I	
tried	to	exchange	gender	roles.	Well,	not	almost,	they	were	angry,	they	were	really	angry	
with	me	about	it	and	they…	wanted	to	make	me	aware	I	was	female	in	the	worst	ways	to	
say	the	least.	Social	behaviours	and	the	way	people	treat	you	to	try	and	convey	a	message	
to	you	about	how	they	feel	about	who	you	are…	some	of	it	was	just	really	dire.		
1.25	Like,	nobody	deserves	to	be	treated	in	that	sort	of	way,	but	that	was	when	I	went	into	
the-	and	as	well	we’re	talking	about	people	at	this	point	when	I	went	into-	when	I	went	into-	
like	the	proper	school	where	you’re	like	5/6	years	old	aren’t	you,	before	that’s	it’s	like	pre-
school	and	it’s	a	bit	different	but,	even	at	that	age,	that	young,	really	horrid	things	would	
happen	to	people	who	were	of	diversity	or	‘different’	in	this	rural	area.	
1.47	So	you	just	said	then	that	you	knew	you	were	different…	and…	if	I’m	right,	that	you,	it	
didn’t	necessarily	manifest	itself	as	being	transgender,	you	just	knew	that	you	were	
different.	And	then,	that	came	later,	the	transgender…	
2.07	Yeah,	my	transgender	identity	came	as,	like	I	said,	as	an	evolution,	urm	but	gender	and	
sexuality	are	also	two	completely	different	things.	So	those	two	things	evolved	at	separate	
times,	which	obviously	caused	a	huge	riff	in	my	identity	and	sense	of	self.	
2.20	at	times	as	well,	but	it’s	sort	of,	you	go	into	primary	school	and	you	get	bullied	because	
you’re	different,	and	y’know	you	go	up	into	high	school	and	you	get	bullied	for	more	specific	
reasons.	And	then	you	go,	once	you,	once	I	sort	of	got	up	to	college	that’s	when	I	started	to	
change	in	really	big	bold	ways	without	any	like	sort	of	in	a	way	I	made	declarations,	I	made	
political	statements	without	even	realising	it.	
2.43	And	then,	from	there	on,	yeah,	it	just,	you	get	more	and	more	butch.	And	you	develop	
in	the	same	way	any	other	man	does	really,	if	you	look	at	any	premature	boy,	he	has	
feminine,	femininity	about	him,	whether	he	notices	or	not	y’know.	But	then	as	he	grows	
older	and	approaches	middle	age,	he	becomes	more	masculine,	more	male	attributes	and	
behaviours,	and	the	same	thing	happened	to	me.	
3.07	So,	talking	about	school	more	specifically,	was	it,	so	it	sounds	like	it	was	a	particularly	
challenging,	I	mean	you	must	have	some	good	memories	of	school	but-	Kay:	no…	-	In	terms	
of	it	as	a	whole,	it’s	something	you	look	back	on…	negatively?	
3.24	My	only	truly	positive	memories	of	sort	of	the	primary	school	age	would	have	been	my	
best	friend,	I	met	my	best	friend	when	I	was	in	pre-school	at	the	age	of	2,	and	we’re	still	
best	friends	now	at	26.		
3.36	So	that’s	obviously	a	fond	memory,	meeting	that	person.	As	well	as	coming	in	contact	
with	teachers	who,	without	knowing,	shaped	my	career	choices	for	the	rest	of	my	life.		
3.48	But	generally,	no,	it	wasn’t	a	positive	experience.	I	said	in	primary	school	the	bullying	
was	excessive,	not	even	just	verbal	or	emotional,	like	physical,	physical	bullying	was	savage.		
4.00	And	what	age	was,	in	the	later	sort	of	period	of	primary	school,	just	before	high	school	
or	was	it	from	a	very-	6/7?	And	what	types	of	things?	



4.11	As	early	as	I	can	remember,	not	in	pre-school	but	as	in	the	earliest	stages	of	school	
that’s	when	it	all	sort	of	started,	you	get	all	sorts	of	like-	people	would	make	physical	
metaphors	to	insinuate	that	you	are	female.	Like	I	would	have	people	come	up	to	me	and	
pin	my	arms	up	against	the	wall	and	knee	me	in	the	vagina	and	stuff	like	that	and	‘you	are	a	
girl’	with	sort	of	like	graphic	swearing	and	real	anger.	
4.32	towards	the	fact	that	I	was	sort	of	exchanging	in	gender,	things	like	that.	Physical	
metaphors	to	punish	you	for	your	choice,	or	feelings,	-	James	‘so	saying	you’re’	-	I	wouldn’t	
say	it’s	a	choice.		
4.43	It’s	a	choice	to	express	your	trans-identity	because	obviously	people	keep	it	in	for	a	
long	period	of	time	****crackle****		
4.52	It’s	a	feeling	that	doesn’t	come	willingly.	
4.55	Sorry,	just	to	say	that	one	bit	wind	noise	and	funny…	
5.03	I’m	gutted	because	I	used	the	word	choice,	that	was	a	mistake.	Choice	is	a	bad	word.		
5.26	I’ve	had	that	happen	to	me	several	times	throughout	my	life,	not	just	****crackles****	
5.40	I’ve	had	that	happen	to	me	several	times	throughout	my	life	in	different	spectrums,	
personal	spectrums,	public	spectrums,	social	spectrums,	it’s	something	that’s	happened—
and	it’s	even	something	that	when	you	get	into	fights,	even	now	as	a	grown	man	now,	
people	will	still	sort	of	go	for	that	blow.		
5.57	But	that	then	specifically,	how	old	were	you?	
6.02	When	you	come	out	of	playschool	and	you’re	in	sort	of	is	it	year	2,	how	old	are	you	at	
that	point,	year	2/3/4,	all	this	time	I	was	bullied,	way	up	to	year	6	before	you	move	onto	
high	school.	But	the	very	first	time	would’ve	been	year	2/3	I	don’t	know,	that	sort	of	age.	
6.14	You	said	urm,	that	they	held	you	against	the	wall	and	were	telling	you,	that	you’re	a	
girl,	so	you	must’ve,	did	they	sense	that	you	were	quite	boyish	or	did	you	actively	show	and	
expressive	a	desire	to	want	to	be	a	boy?	Or	did	you	openly	say	that	you	are	a	boy?	
6.40	I	naturally	expressed	male	behaviours…	y’know	physical,	even	at	that	age,	male	
physical	attributes,	dress,	everything.	And	it	was	also,	whenever	it	came	to	sort	of	playtimes	
and	stuff	like	that,	even	if	I	was	segregated	sort	of	playing	when	it	was	all	kitchen	time	and	
living	room	time	and	stuff	like	that,	I	would	always	put	myself	in	the	position	where	I	was	a	
male	role	and	identify	as	a	male	role	and	excel	in	it	and	be	really	comfortable	and	happy	
**crackle**	when	I	could	do	that.	
7.04	So	the	other	children-	
7.08	They	all	wanted	to	be	Disney	princesses,	I	wanted	to	be	a	prince.	I	wanted	to	be	Tarzan	
and	Hercules	and	stuff	like	that,	so.	
7.14	So	they	were	reacting	purely	from	what	you	were	permitting,	it	wasn’t-	
7.17	Yeah,	yeah	yeah,	it	was	what	I	was	conveying	yeah,	no	it	wasn’t	verbal	discourse	and	it	
wasn’t	assumptions	on	their	part.	They	were	responding	to	what	they	were	seeing.		
7.25	So,	in	the	later	stages	of	the	school,	sort	of	high	school	or	latter	primary	school,	sort	of	I	
guess	your	typical	‘puberty	years’,	did	the	things	that	were	happening	to	you-	did	it	manifest	
itself	in	a,	I	don’t	know,	an	attraction	to	**crackles**		
7.58	And	obviously,	in	being…	**crackles**		
	
006	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.04	Slate	3	take	2	
0.12	So,	when	you	were	at	school,	do	you	remember	ever	being	attracted	to	men,	or	girls,	
was	it	straight	into	‘I	am	transgender’	simple	as…	



0.26	During	my	years	at	school	urm	my	attraction	towards	men	and	women	was	variational	
and	now	upon	reflection	I	realise	where	I	was	at	at	the	time.	Urm	society’s	telling	you	to	be	
one	thing	and	being	such	a	self	aware	transgender	person,	I	respond	to	all	anatomies	and	
y’know	there	is	a	natural	biology	within	me,	there	are	hormones	out	there-	there	were	
hermones-	hormones	out	that	point	within	me,	that	were	responding	to	male	hormones.	
0.54	But	my	affections	towards	men,	have	been	all	my	life	and	still	remain	in	the	way	of	
friendship	and	ideology	really.	I	think	that	at	the	time	I	was	caught	between	a	rock	and	a	
hard	place	of	trying	to	conform	according	to	the	people	around	me	and	natural	emotions	
that	I’m	not	afraid	to	admit	or	convey;	which	I	think	is	something	that	sort	of	needs	to	
change.	
1.15	But,	in	the	way	of	romance,	always	women.	Even,	even	since	way	before	school,	even	
when	I	was	a	toddler	and	I	was	playing	with	dollies	and	stuff	like	that	or	action	men	and	
things	like	that,	I	was	always	a	male	part	in	one	hand	and	female-	and	I	even	had	like	a-	I	
remember	being	given	a	life-size	Barbie	that	I	used	as	a	girlfriend	prop	at	the	age	of	like	five,	
six,	seven	years	old.	So…	
1.36	Okay,	so,	did	you	have	any	relationships	with	girls?	
1.41	Yes	I	did,	I	started	having	physical	relationships	with	women	at	the	age	of	thirteen,	
urm,	ur	yeah,	men	did	come	along	but	it	didn’t	have	the	effect	on	me	that	you	would’ve-	I	
would’ve-	oh	this	is	difficult,	you	struck	me	with	that	one.	
2.03	It	made	me	feel	quite	sick	after,	and	quite	upset,	and	even	now	like	as	you	can	see	a	
shade	of	red	of	embarrassment	because	I	get	the	same,	although,	I’m	obviously	not	against	
any	LGBT	forums	whatsoever	but	as	a	primitive	male	having	to	confess	to	physicality	with	
males-	a	primitive	straight	male,	makes	me	a	little	bit	sort	of	‘uhh	well	y’know’.	But	yeah	I	
did	have	physical	relationships	with	males	but	they,	I	wouldn’t	change	that	I	did	any	of	that	
stuff	because	it	taught	me	as	a	human	being	what	my	wants	and	desires	were	without	
having	to	take	that	plunge.	
2.35	How	are	you	ever	gonna	really	know?	You	have	to	experiment	and	explore	all	avenues	
to	get	a	true	sense	of	self	when	you’re	born	with	a	misplaced	gender	and	sexuality.	
2.42	So,	in	many	ways,	you	could	say	that	those	experiences,	I	don’t	know-	is	that	what	
you’re	saying,	that	those	experiences,	however	unpleasant	they	were,	you	needed	to	go	
through	those?	
2.56	Yes,	absolutely,	I	believe	they	were	necessary	and	I	wouldn’t	change	a	thing.	
3.00	Urm,	so	going	back	to,	sorry	wanna	go	back	to	that	question	again	but	in	a	different	
way-	so,	when	you	were	having	relationships	as	a	girl	in	school,	were	you	aware	that-	‘cause	
you	knew	that	you	were	transgender,	you	knew	that	you	were	a	man,	were	you	consciously	
aware	that	doing	that	was	just	a	stepping	stone	to	wait	for	the	people	around	you	to	catch	
up?	
3.30	My	relationships	with	women,	privately,	we	indulged	in	my	male	role	and	her	in	the	
female	role,	behind	closed	doors	I	was	‘boy,	he,	him’	I’ve	got	birthday	cards	and	Christmas	
cards	as	young	as	thirteen	saying	‘to	my	boyfriend’	that	we	kept	private	and	stuff	like	that.	
So,	yeah.	
3.46	So	you	lived	as	far-	in	your	relationships,	you	lived	even	at	that	age,	13/14/15-	
3.53	I’ve	never	had	a	lesbian	relationship,	never.	
3.56	But,	did	you	feel	that	you	had	to	address	it	to	society	and	the	people	around	you	as	a	
lesbian	relationship?	To	allow	them	to	catch	up-	‘cause	you	knew	and	you	were	proud,	you	
like	say	‘behind	closed	doors’	you	did	that,	was	it	something	you	did	in	public	as	well?	Or	did	
you	have	to	go	out	and	say	‘y’know	we’re	a	lesbian	couple’?	



4.17	No,	we	kept	our	relationship	private	up	until	the	age	of	16,	when	I	was	with	a	different	
girl	which	was	another	story	but	I	kept	that	relationship	private	all	through	school.	And	we	
posed	as	sort	of	best	friends;	everybody	knew	that	there	was	more	going	on,	and	that	our	
relationship	was	definitely	more	intimate	than	your	average	“best	friends”	so,	yeah,	it	was	
more	sort	of	behind	closed	doors.	But	when	I	went	into	other	areas	where	people	didn’t	
know	me	at	all,	or	I	went	on	trips	and	stuff	like	that,	I	could	excel	my	male	identity	without	
any	concern.		
4.46	And	at	the	time	actually,	society,	I’ve	always	felt	so	segregated,	they’ve	always	been	
secondary,	society’s	been	secondary	to	me	until	now	as	a	campaigner,	so…	it’s	always	been	
about	me,	my	happiness,	my	personal	relationships	with	people	and	how	they	view	me.	
That’s	what’s	been	important,	until	now.	
5.03	Okay,	and	aside	from	your	urm	physical	relationships,	your	friends,	were	they	
completely	with	you,	on	board?	I	mean	how	did	they-	
5.15	Female	friends?	
****seagulls	and	wind****	
5.37	My	female	friends	behaved	accordingly	as	they	would	when	they	were	presented	with	
any	other	male	pupil	basically,	they	just	treated	me	like	a	male,	quite	naturally,	because	of	
my	mannerisms,	my	behaviours,	just	the	hormonal	differences	I	mean	I	know	that	at	that	
point	there	is	estrogen	inside	me	but	I’ve	always	had	a	different,	slight	imbalance,	maybe	
that’s	something	to	do	with	it	but	I	think	it’s	my	aura,	the	male	aura,	you	know	when	you’re	
in	the	presence	of	a	man	or	a	woman.	And	they	knew	they	were	in	the	presence	of	a	man	
and	behaved	accordingly.	
	
007	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.01 Slate	3	take	3	
0.07	So,	talk	me	through	your	physical	appearance	around	that	time	you	were	talking	about.	
0.13	Urm,	quite	masculine	in	the	way	that	I	would	hold	myself,	over	the	years	it’s	like	a-	it’s	
a	self-taught	thing	to	sort	of	hold	yourself	and	behave	yourself	and	sort	of	mennerisms	but	
in	the	way	of	sort	of	clothes,	completely	male,	all	male	clothes	from	like	top	to	bottom.	And	
even	when	I	went	to	school	I	would	not-	I	had	uniform	problems	because	I	wouldn’t	wear	
what	they	wanted	me	to	wear	and	I	sort	of	wore	my	own	version	of	male	trsouers	because	I	
wasn’t	bought	male	school	trousers	and	stuff	like	that.	
0.39	And	I	would	put	my	collar	up	high	and	hide	my	ponytail	down	the	back	and	sometimes	
wear	a	cap	or	a	beanie	hat	and	stuff	like	that	so	they	couldn’t	see	my	hair,	and	even	when	
my	hair	was	out	I	used	to	do	the	whole	like	Bugsy	Malone	and	really	scrape	it	back	fine	
toothcomb	perfect	lines	in	my	hair.	That	sort	of	thing,	I	used	to	really	conceal	any	femininity	
that	I	had.	
	
008	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.07	Slate	3	take	4	
0.12	So	throughout	the	years,	as	you’ve	gone	through	quite	a	profound	physical	
transformation,	has	your	relationship	with	your	family	members,	particularly	your	parents,	
has	that	changed	throughout	the	years	at	all?	
0.26	I	wouldn’t	say	my	relationships	change,	I	would	say	they	modify	according	to	my	
developments	and	we	just	have	moments	of	discovery.	Basically,	where,	I	can	connect	with	



each	parent	in	a	different	role	and	with	them	seeing	me	in,	I	wouldn’t	say	different	lights,	
just	making	sense	of	my	behaviours	and	who	I	am	and	what	I’m	about.	
	
009	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.09	Mark	it	
0.16	So	were	there	any	mechanisms	you	imply	to	help	you	cope	with	the	things	that	you	
were	going	through,	through	school	and	teenage	years,	early	adulthood?	
0.28	Yeah,	all	forms	of	creative	arts	really,	but	mainly	dance.	Dancing	myself	and	
choreography.	
0.36	Okay	I’m	gonna	ask	that	again,	can	you	include	the	question	in	your	answer?	
0.42	Okay	so,	is	there	anything	you	did,	creatively	or	otherwise,	to	help	you	cope	with	the	
things	you	were	experiencing?	
0.51	yeah	urm	throughout	the	process	of	my	life,	my	coping	mechanisms	have	been	creative	
arts,	writing,	choreography,	dance,	photography,	things	like	that.	But	mainly	dance	and	
choreography	for	me.	
1.06	onwards	–	Kay’s	mum	comes	in	with	videos…	
1.20	Wow-	thank	you!	That	is	nectar	isn’t	it.	Yeah-	Holy	shit…	Well	I’m	gonna	be	staring	at	a	
screen	for	a	long	time…	
	
010	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.02 Okay,	slate	4	take	2	
0.10	So	what	types	of	things	did	you	do,	or	get	into,	to	help	you	cope	through	those	
experiences	in	your	life,	and	today?	
0.17	From	early	age	my	coping	mechanisms	have	been	creative	arts,	writing,	photography,	
choreography,	and	dancing	myself.	
0.26	And	what	attracts	you	to	those	specific	mediums,	and	art	forms,	and	what	do	you	get	
out	of	them,	specifically?	
0.33	Because	I	feel	that	all	farms-	all	forms	of	creative	arts	are	an	exhibition	of	your	internal	
anatomy.	So	I	can	exhibition	my	thoughts	and	my	feelings	in	a	way	that	it-	its	conveyed	
beautiful	and	y’know	when	you,	with	the	art	of	dance,	you	can	take	something	as	horrid	as	
violence,	the	blood,	guts,	the	gore,	the	emotional	turmoil	of	it,	and	present	it	as	something	
quite	beautiful	and	insightful	that	benefits	you	as	a	means	of	expression,	and	benefits	other	
people	as	a	means	of	awareness	and	just	insight.	Enjoyment	as	well,	entertainment,	it’s	
entertaining	as	well	as	insightful.	
1.06	And,	do	you	feel,	how	do	you	feel	once	you’ve	gone	through	the	process	of	performing-	
what,	what	is	your	body	telling	you	after	you’ve	done	that?	Anything	specifically,	or…	
1.21	I	just	feel	at	large,	as	an	exhibitionist,	it	makes	you	feel	like	you	have	offloaded	all	that	
internal	turmoil	that	was	eating	away	at	you,	really,	that’s	what	it	does.	It	literally	enlightens	
other	people	and	you	express	yourself.	
1.34	So	------	it	might	be	cathartic?		
1.39	I	dunno	what	that	word	means.		
	
011	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.19	So,	what	is	it	about	dance,	yeah,	what	is	it	you	get	from	dance-	



0.59	Slate	4	take	3	
1.04	So,	what	attracts	you	to	creative	writing	and	what	do	you	get	from	it?	
1.10	Urm…	I	answered	that.		
1.14	I	said	that	it’s…	‘cause	it’s	an	exhibition.	
	
012	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.08	Slate	4	take	4	
0.13	So,	do	you	think	you’d	have	the	same	enthusiasm	for	your	creative	arts,	indulgence,	had	
you	not	had	the	experiences	that	you’ve	had?	
0.23	Urm,	I	think	you	are	who	you	are,	irrespective	of	your	gender	or	sexuality,	so	I	still	
would’ve	been	an	artistic	person,	regardless.	But	I	think	I	have	more	to	offer	the	platform	
due	to	my	experiences	and	the	emotions	as	a	result	of	which.	
0.38	Can	you	urm,	use,	urm	specifically	rely	on	things	that	have	happened	in	your	life	to	be	
creative,	or,	does	it	not	really	manifest	itself	in	your	art,	at	all?		
0.49	I	don’t	rely	on	life	events	to	create	art,	I	can	generate	things	from	my	own	interests,	or	
insights	of	things	I	enjoy.	But,	I	just	feel	that	it’s	more	raw	and	more	real	to	present	things	
that	are	like	true	and	that	other	people	can	relate	you	and	that	benefit	you	as	a	means	of	
expression.	Why	waste	it?		
	
013	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
0.03 Urm	slate	5	take	1	
0.07	So	on	a	personal	level,	what	drives	you?	
0.12	On	a	personal	level,	what	drives	me?	Urm,	a	number	of	things	really,	I	think,	I	have	a	
strong	faith	in	who	I	am	and	myself,	and	other	people	don’t.	and	that	obviously	gives	you	
like	an	adverse	platform,	always	generates	me	and	motivates	me,	but	also	the	will	to	help	
others	y’know	give	others	insight	and	hope	
0.39	And	when	you	relay	emotion	through	things	like	creative	arts,	people	stop	feeling	so	
lonely,	when	they	witness	something	they	can	relate	to.	I	thrive	on	that,	that	motivates	me	
to	know	that	I’m	creating	like	a	worldly,	like	a	universal	union,	if	you	will.	
0.54	And	just	like,	my	love	for	art	in	general,	all	kinds	of	art,	any	kinds	of	art.	It	just	makes	
me	feel,	it	makes	me	feel	really	emotional,	really	exhilarated	in	all	kinds	of	ways.	And	no	
matter	what	piece	of	art	it	is,	whether	it’s	good	or	whether	it’s	bad,	it	makes	me	feel.	And	it	
makes	me	feel	in	a	good	way,	real.	There’s	so	much	realism	surrounding	art.		
1.13	Okay	and,	where	do	you	think	you’ll	be	in	10/20/50	years	time?	
1.22	**Sighs**	Probably	putting	my	hand	in	one	of	those	Hollywood	stars	y’know…	Uh	no,	
urm	in	ten	years	time,	and	I’m	now	26,	I	hope	to	be	fully	running	and	functioning	my	own	
creative	arts	company	and	have	made	quite	a	media	profile	like	world	based.	Like	I	really	
wanna	be,	I	wanna	get	larger	than	life.	I	wanna	be	bigger	than	life	for	myself,	and	for	
everybody	else.		
1.47	So	that’s	10	years,	so	where	do	you	see	yourself	in	50	years	time?	
1.54	In	50	years	time,	travelling	the	world	because	I’ll	be	retired	and	very	rich.		
2.01	Urm	so	where	in	terms	of	society,	the	outside	world,	where	will	society	be	in	10/20/50	
years	time?	
2.10	Urm,	I	can’t	really	speak	for	society	I	can	only	hope	that	my	contributions	benefit	them	
in	some	way…	but,	in,	I	hope	it	improves	obviously,	I	hope	that	there’s	a	more	worldly	



concept	of	soul.	That	everyone	and	everything	is	of	soul	and	emotional	power,	and	I	hope	
that	society	get	a	good	grasp	on	that	because	I	think	that	we	could	all	live	a	lot	happier	
together	if	that,	if	that	is	the	outcome	overall	in	50	years	time,	so.	
2.42	In	terms	of	gender	equality,	urm,	where	do	you	think	society	will	be	in	those	time	
frames?	
2.56	In	10	or	50	years?	
2.57	Where	d’you	think	society	will	be	in	terms	of	gender	equality	in	10	years	time?	
3.02	I	think	that	in	10	years	time,	society’s	stance	on	gender	equality	or	transgender	
equality,	will	be	in	the	same	sort	of	state	it’s	in	now	in	regards	to	the	L,	G	&	B,	the	lesbian,	
gays,	and	bisexuals,	I	don’t	think	they’ll	be	entirely	liberated,	I	don’t	think	thatl’l	happen	in	
my	lifetime,	maybe	in	several	but	I	think	that	we’re	gonna	have	made	huge	developments	
by	then	and	I	personally	intend	on	making	sure	of	it,	so.	
3.27	Good.	Urm,	to	someone	that	doesn’t	know	you,	how	would	you	describe	yourself?	
3.36	Urm…Uhhh	
3.42	To	somebody,	if	I	were	to	describe	myself	to	someone	who	didn’t	know	me	I	would	say	
it	entirely	depends	on	them	really,	their	attitudes	and	intentions	towards	me,	but,	in	general	
as	a	person	I	would	just	say	im	somebody	who	has	an	awful	lot	to	give	really	in	any	aspects,	
if	I	can	give	it	I	will,	if	I	can’t,	then,	I	won’t.		
4.04	I’m	gonna	throw	another	one	in,	along	the	same	sort	of	lines,	but…	So	if	you	had	to	
describe	yourself	in	three	words,	how	would	you	describe	yourself?	Or	give	me	three	words	
which	best	describe	yourself.	
4.21	Independent,	passionate,	and	loving.	
4.27	Can	you	say	it	again……	
4.28	Three	words	that	would	best	describe	me	would	have	to	be	independent,	passionate,	
and	loving.	
4.37	Now,	this	last	question,	urm…	
5.10	Okay	so	where,	where	did	you	grow	up?	And,	how	would	you	explain	that	place	to	
someone	who’s	never	been?	
5.19	I	grew	up	in	a	very	small	town	in	Devon,	named	Tiverton.	And	I	would	say	urm,	
population-wise,	you’re	handling	in	a	lot	of	people	who	can’t	handle	brutal	honesty.	And	
can’t	handle	reality,	as	a	personal	opinion	I	think	that…	people	feel,	I	think	people	here	feel	
confined	to	the	limits,	which	have	been	set	for	a	town,	almost	back	to	sort	of	ancient	times.		
5.44	The	way	people	think,	their	thought	processes,	how	they’re	threatened	by	anything	
unique	or	anything	that’s	ever	growing	and	ever	changing.	They	don’t	like	change,	they	
don’t	like-	it’s	almost	as	though	they	will	the	people	around	them	to	shrink	with	them	
because	somebody	who	grows	and	develops	and	becomes	greater,	serves	as	a	threat	to	
them.	Rather	than	flourishing	themselves,	they	choose	to	incriminate	and	abuse	people	
who	make	them	feel	smaller	as	opposed	to	bringing	people	on.	
6.13	It’s	a	rural	area.		
6.16	Would	you	see	yourself	having	a	easier	life	in	a	more	metropolitan	environment?	
6.25	Yes,	I	think	in	a	place-	I	think	if	I	lived	in	a	city	or	if	I	had	grown	up	in	a	city,	I	would’ve	
suffered	a	lot	less	personal	violence	and	abuse	and	I	think	that,	I	think	I	would’ve	been	as	
well	known	but	I	think	I	would’ve	been	as	well	known	but	better	reasons.	Or	in	better	ways,	
according	to	the	perceptions	of	the	types	of	people	who	live	in	rural	areas	as	opposed	to	
cities	and	mainstream	areas.	
6.52	That	being	as	it	may,	would	you,	is	there	anything	you’d	change-	like,	obviously	it	
sounds	like	you’d	have	a	better	life	somewhere	else,	or	things	would	be	easier	for	you	



anyway.	But,	would	you	say	in	any	way,	shape,	or	form,	that	growing	up	in	the	environment	
you	have,	has	helped	shaped	you	or	helped	you	be	defiant	and	made	you	the	fighter	that	you	
seem	to	be?	
7.21	I	think	that	I	was	situated	from	birth	in	just	the	right	place	for	someone	like	me	
because…	my	design,	it	it	it	feeds	and	responds	to	adversity.	It	feeds	and	responds	to	
challenges	and	I	think	I	needed	to	be	put	in	a	challenging	situation	to	really	flourish	to	the	
best	of	my	ability,	so…	yeah,	I	think,	I	think	although	I	feel	I’m	in	the	wrong	place,	
everything,	everything	feels	right.	Everything	happens	for	a	reason.	I	was	y’know	it	was	
beneficial	to	me	in	the	grander	scheme	to	be	born	where	I	was.	
7.52	So	you	have	a	bit	of	a	love	hate	relationship	with	Tiverton?	So	if	you	do,	but	you	know	
your	life	would	potentially	be	easier,	if	someone	gave	you	the	opportunity	now,	to	move,	
would	you?	
8.11	If	I	had	the	opportunity	to	move	somewhere	else	now	I	would	take	it,	purely	because	I	
feel	I	have	outgrown	the	environment	around	me.	And	when	you	get	to	a	certain	point,	in	
rural	areas	like	this,	when	you	begin	to	outgrow	you	can	change	the	perceptions	of	people	
around	you	that	will	take	chunks	out	of	you	instead,	they	will	just	wanna,	y’know	they’ll	just	
wanna,	ultimately,	silence	you,	crush	you,	rather	than	change	themselves,	‘cause	it,	it	takes	
a	lot	of-	you	have	to	be	made	of	a	good	stuff	to	embrace	that	sort	of	change	and	fight	that	
sort	of	power.	And,	I	think	I	kind	of	have	grown	the	mould	in	the	place	that	I	have	been	
situated	in,	here	in	Tiverton,	I	think	I’m	a	unique	individual.	
	
014	(tracks	1	&	2)	
	
Wild	track	1	
	
015	–	018	–	workout/breathing;		019	–	punching;		020	–	023	–	pull	ups	(I	think)	
	
Day	2	–	Rehearsal		
(001	and	012	are	blank)	

	
OG_D3_002	
Kay	prepping	the	girls	for	the	rehearsal	1	
	
003	
Kay	prepping	the	girls	for	rehearsal	2	
	
004	–	006	
Swan	Lake	music	intro	-	rehearsing	
	
007		
Rehearsing	(no	music)	
	
008	
Heavier	part	of	Swan	Lake	music	–	rehearsing	
	
009	-	011	
Swan	Lake	music	&	heavier	part	–	rehearsing	


